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Transnational feminist scholars share an interest in investigating the colonial practices that affect women’s lives around the globe. In “Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses,” Chandra Talpade Mohanty claims that scholars in the field should “detect (...) colonialist move(s) in the case of a hegemonic first-third world connection in scholarship” in order to recognize the peculiarities of the cultures whose discourses are being created and thus avoid the universalization and “homogenization of class, race, religious, cultural and historical specificities of the lives of women” (Mohanty, 1986, 348-9). In “Transnational Feminist Crossings: On Neoliberalism and Radical Critique,” Mohanty analyzes how her work as a feminist scholar has traveled, developed, and adapted to specific cultures by looking at the uses of the translations of her work. Hence, the role of language seems vital in transnational rhetorics (Mohanty, 2013). What are the languages most commonly used to create, promote, and disseminate feminist rhetorics? According to Barbara Seidlhofer, “It cannot be denied that English functions as a global lingua franca” (Seidlhofer, 2005, 339). However, “There is still a tendency for native speakers to be regarded as custodians over what is acceptable usage” (Seidlhofer, 2005, 339). Thus, we must ask ourselves, What practices do different agents in the creation and promotion of feminist rhetorics engage in? What Englishes are put into practice and by whom? What are the effects of the use of English as a hegemonic language in transnational contexts? How
are women and women’s organizations represented by means of the English language? Are those representations accurate and/or appropriate? Are linguistic practices about feminist discourses and concepts like “gender, race, class and nationalism” still linked to political agendas related to “earlier histories of colonization” (Grewal, 2005, 27)?

Regarding the role of language in the manifestation and representation of women across different contexts, Rebecca Dingo touches upon the vital role of translations in the transcoding of arguments of transnational feminist rhetorics:

The way policy makers and development experts translate the term gender mainstreaming into policy documents should be a crucial concern for feminist rhetoricians because this act of translation demonstrates how arguments shift and change due to economic and geopolitical contexts and thus shows how power informs rhetorics (emphasis added, Dingo, 2012, 31).

Dingo’s conceptualization of the term “translation” is ambiguous, sometimes referring to “transcoding”—resituating a taken-for-granted term within the same language in order to fit certain ideologies (Dingo, 2012, 31)—and at other times as the transfer of words from the source language to the target language (Dingo, 2012, 104). The latter definition of translation will be the main point of discussion in this article, since I aim to investigate the “transcoding” of one concept (women’s empowerment) from English to Spanish as it has appeared in several documents from different institutions. By using a post-colonial approach to translation studies and transnational rhetorical feminism, I attempt to “make visible the ways in which all of our knowledge is mediated” in the creation and promotion of transnational feminist rhetorics (Queen, 2008, 486). Finally, I would like to find evidence to answer the following questions: Are translations specific types of transcoding? What makes these types of transcoding distinctive? What are the ideological nuances and political and economic forces that allow for the promotion of certain translations over others?

Investigating Colonial Linguistic Practices

In The Rhetoric of Empire, David Spurr discusses several colonial tropes. Although he points at “nomination” and “substantivization” as grammatical forms of “appropriation,” we can generalize such “grammatical forms of appropriation” to the act of translation itself
According to Kim Kyoung-yim, English is the dominant language in translation traffic. Therefore, the production and distribution of knowledge is asymmetrical, favoring English-speaking populations (Kim, 2013).

The notion of “translation as manipulation” extends the trope of appropriation. Translation scholar André Lefevere has approached the act of translation as the rewriting and thus manipulation of an original piece, and hence of its culture. In fact, Lefevere claims that “(t)ranslators (...) have to be traitors, but most of the time they don’t know it, and nearly all the time they have no other choice, not as long as they remain within the boundaries of the culture that is theirs by birth or adoption” (Lefevere, 1992, 13). In other words, in rewriting a text from a culture other than hers into a text for her own culture, the translator manipulates the original to “adapt to the system, to stay within the parameters delimited by its constraints” or “choose(s) to oppose the system, to try to operate outside of its constraints” (Lefevere, 1992, 13)—therefore, betraying either the original culture or the target.

To address this issue and investigate potential forms of mediation between the original and target cultures, post-colonial theories of translation seek to scrutinize how translations contribute to constructing the identities of both colonizers and colonized and how translation “has operated as a discursive practice in the service of colonialism and imperialism” (Çulhaoğlu, 2014, 61). Some scholars in the field claim that translations must be rethought and rewritten in order to preserve heterogeneity in translation by means of unfamiliar language (Çulhaoğlu, 2014, 60).

From the perspective of an ethics of difference, translations must account for cultural differences and responsibility for “the Other.” According to Lawrence Venuti, the best known proponent of this perspective, “Translations should be written, read, and evaluated with greater respect for linguistic and cultural differences,” thus preserving heterogeneity and difference in the foreign text (Venuti, 1998, 6; Çulhaoğlu, 2014, 60).

Susan Bassnett and Esperança Bielsa explain, by quoting Venuti, that translations are mainly divided into two types when they are categorized according to the way ideology is carried out in them: domesticated and foreignized. A translation is domesticated if it is adapted to the norms of the target culture, and it is foreignized if the results seem unfamiliar and strange to the receiving audience by retaining traces of the source culture (Bielsa and Bassnett, 2008, 9). Kim claims that translations that do not foster a “third space” or allow for an engagement in “a
decolonizing dialogue” (Carbonell, 1995, in Kim, 2013, 343) promote, in Kim’s opinion, North American monolingualism and “monolithic meaning systems” (Kim, 2013, 343). Therefore, translators have the capacity to resist colonizing practices by choosing words and expressions that represent the idiosyncrasy of the “colonized” cultures.

According to Ingrid Palmary, anti-colonial translation choices have helped to construct feminist discourses and scholarship (Palmary, 2014). Thus, we should pay attention to specific translation practices that are often neglected by scholars from the English-speaking world, creating “the illusion that the social world is produced and mediated in English and demands that non-English speakers conform to the linguistic normal of the English language with English-speaking writers reading the end product of these translated texts as simply an authentic reflection of the original” (Palmary, 2014, 576). For example, Kathleen M. de Onís examines the language used in U.S. discussions on reproductive rights by looking at one specific term in particular: <choice>. According to de Onís, the term “<choice>” fails to represent linguistically and culturally Spanish-speaking Latinas and, potentially, other minority groups. “<Choice>” is thus an ideograph, “a building block of ideology” that enables misidentifications as well as “bordering” of non-white populations by reconfiguring their identities as outsiders and relegating them to the margins (de Onís, 2015, 3-7). In other words, de Onís claims that terms such as “<choice>,” created from a monolingual English perspective, do not align with the identities of diverse cultural groups. For example, “<choice>” does not reflect the complexity of the situations in which many Latinas have to make decisions regarding their reproductive health, since it does not take into consideration aspects such as socioeconomic status and cultural values and is associated with privilege. Justicia reproductiva (reproductive justice), on the other hand, offers an alternative that, according to de Onís, reflects the complex factors that minority groups such as Latinas have to consider before making decisions regarding their reproductive rights. Therefore, the linguistic and cultural nuances conveyed by terms that are used to represent diverse cultural groups should be brought to light with the purpose of uncovering ideologies and frameworks that shape hegemonic discourses. From a transnational feminist perspective that focuses on rhetorics, we should “illuminate the various ways arguments are collected, composed, and assembled” (Dingo, 2012, 21) and look at “the relationship between language and power and consider how power works in specific historical moments and within specific
texts” (Dingo, 2012, 13). Translation choices help us visualize these power dynamics since they show how knowledge circulates and is disseminated. In the following section, I apply Dingo’s concept of “transcoding” to the translations of a single concept in Spanish.

Transcoding “Women’s Empowerment” in Spanish

Although the term “transcoding” originally refers to “the practice of translating digital data so that it works in several platforms” (Dingo, 2012, 31), scholars in the field of transnational rhetorics such as Inderpal Grewal have employed the term transcoding to, in Dingo’s words, “describe how neoliberal logics travel along transnational networks, subtly shifting and changing to fit various situations while seemingly maintaining a common ideology” (Dingo, 2012, 31). In fact, Grewal’s notion of connectivity accounts for how discourses are enacted and translated as they move across contexts, since connectivity is not only understood as the “degree and variety of connections that exist” in transnational spaces, but also as a metaphor that illustrates “the asymmetries produced by the discourses of difference between the West and the Rest” (Grewal, 2005, 23-25). Therefore, connectivity allows us to see how the construction of discourses as uneven becomes exposed through the transcoding of concepts. Transcoding implies that “as rhetorics move, their meanings may shift to fit with various political agendas such as the implementation of neoliberal economics across the globe” (Dingo, 2012, 31). Although Dingo does not specify the linguistic implications for this “movement of rhetorics across transnational networks,” it seems obvious that writers, speakers, and other stakeholders involved in the construction of meaning via translation will engage in meaning-making rhetorical practices by shifting languages and/or varieties of the same language. These translations, like other types of transcoding, also carry ideologies with them.

The English term “empowerment” conceptualizes, according to Manoranjan Mohanty, political and economic values of Western capitalism, “something to be understood in the context of production and investment” (Mohanty, 1995, 1434). Mohanty looks at several documents related to the World Summit for Social Development held in Copenhagen in 1995 to uncover other meanings associated with this term. For example, in the Copenhagen Declaration and Programme of Action, Mohanty notices that “empowerment” is used as the act of making people
“strengthen their capacities,” which, in her opinion, does not take account of the “bondages that have historically constrained fuller realization of human potential in the case of the deprived sections” (Mohanty, 1995, 1434). “Empowerment,” as presented in the documents in question, does not include connotations of socioeconomic realities and/or political ideologies, which turn out to be the cause of the “lack of empowerment” of many people. Nonetheless, the term has been adopted by scholars and activists of social movements, unaware of these implications—namely, that people cannot be empowered without the guidance of an NGO, a democratic, Western institution (Mohanty, 1995, 1435-1436). As a consequence, and taking into consideration that terms like “empowerment” are transcoded (carrying ideological issues with them) in different contexts, Aihwa Ong claims that, “We urgently need detailed explorations of how concepts first proposed (in Beijing) are translated and modified on the ground” (Ong, 2011, 44).

For instance, in “Traducción institucional y neologismos: El caso de «género»,” Isabel Carbajal describes the creation of the term género (gender) in Spanish as a consequence of the introduction of the English term “gender” at the 1995 Beijing conference (Carbajal, 2002). Because of the great impact of the conference on feminist discourses, the term “gender” became widespread and popularized among English speakers and institutions whose work language is English, resulting in the adoption of neologisms in other languages in order to translate this word in official documents from English to those languages. Carbajal, a translator for the European Parliament, explains the process that she and other translators went through in order to come up with a solution for what, before 2001, was an untranslatable concept in Spanish and other languages. According to her, most translators of other languages decided to opt for the calque/loan word from the English language because it was the most efficient way to deal with the problem. This decision, in Carbajal’s opinion, brought more richness and creativity to the languages that adopted the word. However, she does not uncover the ideological implications of the process. For example, she does not question why English was the language from which the rest of languages were being translated or the implications of using it as the primary source.

As far as the lexical object of this study is concerned, “women’s empowerment” was employed in English in the report of the Fourth World Conference on Women, held in Beijing in 1995. However, the same document translated into Spanish (“Informe de la Cuarta
Conferencia Mundial sobre la Mujer, Beijing, 1995”) does not talk about empoderamiento (a literal translation of “empowerment”) but about potenciación (promotion/enhancement).

The English text:

Dedicate ourselves unreservedly to addressing these constraints and obstacles and thus enhancing further the advancement and empowerment of women all over the world, and agree that this requires urgent action in the spirit of determination, hope, cooperation and solidarity, now and to carry us forward into the next century.

The Spanish translation:

Nos comprometemos sin reservas a combatir estas limitaciones y obstáculos y a promover así el adelanto y la potenciación del papel de la mujer en todo el mundo, y convenimos en que esta tarea exige una acción urgente, con espíritu decidido, esperanza, cooperación y solidaridad, ahora y en los albores del nuevo siglo.

According to Fundéu, the Fundación del Español Urgente (an institution that collaborates with the news agency EFE and the Real Academia Española in order to assess the “proper use of Spanish”), the definition of the term empoderamiento has its roots in the English language. Therefore, it has become a calque, a loan translation, that has become popularized because of its appearance in news media and normative European documents (Fundéu BBVA, 2012). In 1995, however, this term was not used in the Informe de la Cuarta Conferencia Mundial sobre la Mujer (“The Report of the Fourth World Conference on Women”). The term potenciación was chosen instead.

In addition, in more recent documents, such as the logo for the 20th anniversary of the Beijing Platform for Action, we see that empoderamiento has replaced potenciación. Moreover, it has also been conjugated as a progressive form, empoderando (see figures 1 and 2).
On the UN Women website (http://www.unwomen.org/en), we can also see that “Women’s Empowerment Principles” has been translated as *Principios para el empoderamiento de las mujeres*, again using the term *empoderamiento*, an English loan translation.

At this point, it is important to note that if we search in the online database translation tool/cross-language corpus/dictionary Linguee (http://www.linguee.com/) for the phrase *empoderamiento de las mujeres*, we only get one English translation: “the empowerment of women” (see figure 3):
Figure 3. One Translation for *empoderamiento de la mujer*

However, if we do a reverse translation, from English to Spanish, we find quite a few options (see figure 4):
Although there was only one choice for _empoderamiento de la mujer_ in English (i.e., women empowerment), when we reverse our search (“women empowerment”), we have four options in Spanish. The first is the loan translation we have already seen and searched for before—the noun phrase _empoderamiento de las mujeres_ or the verb phrase _empoderar a las mujeres_. The second option is _capacitación de las mujeres_, which in English might translate as “qualification/training/capacity of women” and emphasizes the role of education. The next is _promoción de las mujeres_ (development/promotion of women). Finally, the last option is _autonomía de la mujer_, whose literal translation is “the autonomy of the woman.”

It is important to note that in the early stages of this analysis I decided to search “women empowerment” in the online database translation tool/cross-language corpus/dictionary Linguee as this phrase would allow for a broader search. In other words, I typed in “women empowerment” rather than “women’s empowerment,” hoping to get results for both options. However, at a later stage I realized that the subtleties involved in my search choices could provide further information relevant to the analysis.

The Spanish phrase _el empoderamiento de la mujer_ has several syntactic equivalents in English, namely, “women’s empowerment,” “women empowerment,” and “the empowerment of women.” Figure 5 shows the multiple ways in which “women’s empowerment” is translated into Spanish:

![Image](image.png)

_Figure 5. Translation Choices for “women’s empowerment”_
While the four options found when searching “women empowerment” (empoderamiento, capacitación, promoción, and autonomía) are also included in the results for “women’s empowerment,” the translation choices for this phrase are more varied. Although empoderamiento continues to be the most common choice, we find the following in the first five results: habilitación (qualification), potenciación, and fortalecer la potenciación de la mujer (strengthening the promotion of the woman). Apart from these, other translation options appear among the top fifteen results: facultar a la mujer (the qualification/education of women), fortalecimiento de la mujer (the strengthening of the woman), and emancipación de la mujer (the emancipation of the woman). A similar array of possibilities is generated when searching “the empowerment of women.” Figure 6 shows the top five results:

Figure 6. Translation Choices for “the empowerment of women”

As seen in figure 6, the translation choices for the phrase “the empowerment of women” are not limited to the literal translation empoderamiento de la mujer, though this is the first result. Three of the results, capacitación (qualification/training/capacity), potenciación, and fortalecimiento, appear in other searches. In addition, the translation consolidación de la posición de la mujer (the consolidation of women’s position) emerges as the fifth result.

In our analysis of the results stemming from these searches, it is important to note that there was a gap of almost two years between the search for “women empowerment” and the searches for “women’s empowerment” and “the empowerment of women.” I carried out the first search in April of 2015. After realizing the
subtleties related to syntactic variation, I performed the second search in March 2017. The implications of the timing of the analyses are worth discussing.

Empoderamiento was the first result when searching translation choices for “women empowerment” in 2015 (see figure 4). It was also the first choice when I searched “the empowerment of women” in 2017 (see figure 6). Although empoderamiento did not appear as the first result when I searched “women’s empowerment” in 2017, it was still the dominant result. In fact, empoderamiento appeared in the third and fourth results (see figure 5) and in a total number of six times out of the first ten results. Therefore, it can be assumed that empoderamiento is the most prevalent choice among all the other possibilities in the searches I conducted over a two-year span. The loan term empoderamiento continues to spread, despite the rich and more appropriate connotations of other possible translations.

Discussion

From some of the different ways in which “women’s empowerment” has been translated into Spanish in a variety of documents it can be inferred first, that empoderamiento, the loan translation for “empowerment,” was not the preferred choice in 1995, when “The Report of the Fourth World Conference on Women” was written. However, as the analysis shows, empoderamiento became the dominant choice in translations into Spanish found between 2015 and 2017. Further, “empowerment” has a wider semantic range than empoderamiento, the English loan. The fact that translators resort to several expressions in order to translate “empowerment” tells us that this English concept may be hard to grasp or adapt to Spanish-speaking audiences. Empoderamiento does not fit easily in the linguistic and cultural repertoire of Spanish/Hispanic cultures; its use requires commentary. On the other hand, other translation choices in Spanish such as capacitación, fortalecimiento, potenciación, autonomía, and emancipación, among others, offer broader lexical connotations that disappear in the term empoderamiento, as well as being absent from its English original. For example, capacitación or habilitación imply the undergoing of a learning process; fortalecimiento conveys the idea of building one’s own skills, knowledge, and qualities; likewise, potenciación entails the enhancement of something that already exists rather than a deficit.
Why did empoderamiento, then, become the preferred choice for the UN documents? What are the connotations of “empowerment” that do not map well onto the cultures of Spanish-speaking populations? Why has this term spread rather than the other ones? What does this tell us about the circulation of transnational rhetorics?

Because we know that empoderamiento comes from the English “empowerment,” that English is the dominant language in transnational rhetorics, and that, according to Mohanty, “empowerment” reinforces neoliberal political and economic agendas (Mohanty, 1995), we can assert that the concept “empowerment” is being transcoded in transnational settings to further extend the ideologies of neoliberalism with the support of institutions such as the United Nations. In this sense, an important consideration is that the verb “to empower”—at root, to give someone power—is transitive in this context, which means that it requires a direct object in order to be grammatical and to make sense. One does not normally say “I empower.” In order for the verb to be grammatical, someone has to empower someone else. In other words, the direct object necessitates the actions of the subject. As for “women’s empowerment,” we assume that “women” have to be empowered by someone who “generously” allows them to grow, to feel fulfilled. This also reinforces neoliberal ideologies as well as “rescue narratives” (Hesford, 2011).

We have seen that empoderamiento has become the preferred term for several international organizations, such as the UN, and is the most commonly used word for translating “empowerment” in online sources.

To prospective post-colonial translation students, the translation choices involved in transnational feminist rhetorical practices should attempt to capture the idiosyncrasies of the target culture. Translators can avoid the pressures of economic and political ideologies by engaging in a decolonizing dialogue and the creation of a third space with foreignizing linguistic choices rather than domesticating ones (Carbonell, 1996; Bhabha, 1994). In the example analyzed, the loan word empoderamiento, from the English “empowerment,” becomes a “domesticating” choice, since its original meaning fits the source culture, but not the target one. The foreignization of translations would contribute to painting a more diverse and localized linguistic landscape in transnational spaces. We can resist and counterbalance the dominance of English in translation practices through mediational rhetorical strategies and localized linguistic choices.
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